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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This document updates D6.6 – “2nd periodic report on data and performances” with a description of
additional data sources we analyzed in order to consider them in the development of our activities and
our scenario.
We also continued to test the Urban LarKC workflows in order to obtain some indications about the
performance of the applications we are developing over the platform, especially in consideration of
the latest updates to the LarKC platform. The document contains a description of the methodologies
that we followed, the results that we obtained in these tests and, whenever possible, a comparison with
the test results included in D6.7.
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1. Introduction
This deliverable represents the third periodic report on data and performance of the Urban Computing
use case in LarKC. It is based on the templates provided in D6.2 [2], it follows the early results
presented in D6.4 and it updates the tests described in D6.6 [6]. It includes the description of the
newly acquired data sources and it describes the tests on the existing Urban Computing demonstrators
developed so far in WP6. In this deliverable we do not enter in details of those demonstrators, since
they were already included in D6.5 [5].
The objective of this deliverable, as its title suggests, is twofold.
On the one hand, this report is aimed at providing an update on the list of data sources related to the
Urban Computing use case. In particular, we describe the new data sources which will be used in the
development of the Korean Road Sign Management scenario; at the time of writing the related
prototype is still under development, so no details about it will be given (the scenario and the resulting
prototype will be described in D6.8 [7]).
On the other hand, this deliverable reports on the tests we performed on the Urban Computing
demonstrators built on the available LarKC platform released and developed within WP6. Those tests
are useful to understand possible bottlenecks, to suggest possible improvements, to derive scientific or
technological challenges to propose to other LarKC technical work-packages. They also serve as
comparison with past platform releases and for future improvements of both the Urban Computing
applications and the platform.
The deliverable is structured as follows. Chapter 2 describes the new data sources as per the template
used also in the previous deliverable D6.6. Chapter 3 [6] presents our tests in terms of the adopted
methodology, the tested demonstrators, the results of this testing and the interpretation we can give to
those results. Finally, some conclusions are offered in Chapter 4.
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2. Periodic report on Data
2.1. OpenStreetMap
Data Source: OpenStreetMap – OSM
Report ID
Section 1
Data source metadata
Name
Producer/Owner
Description
Namespace/Web Address
Availability
Download/Upload/Acquisition
date
Version
Physical size
Nature of data type
Quality of the data source

Open Street Map
OpenStreetMap Foundation
Data about the road network and POI in Seoul. It contains:
1. Points of Interest
2. Ways such as paths
http://www.openstreetmap.org/
Anyone can freely download and use the full information for any purpose
they like under an open source license.
June 25,2010
25 MB
Static data
Good

Section 2

“semantics” of the data source

Typology of data
Geographic coverage of data
Applied systems
Existence of schema/ontology
Existing links with other
data-sources
Possible linkage to other datasources

Topology
City (Seoul)
http://wiki.larkc.eu/LarkcProject/WP6/WorkInProgress/OSM
Coordinates to link this data to external data sources
The graph contains about 99,212 nodes and 4,283 links and their
characteristics

Scale of data

Section 3

Data source format

Format of data
Generation method

XML file, .osm extenstion
http://api.openstreetmap.org/api/0.6/map?bbox=left,bottom,right,top
About 300.000
Total no. of
SPARQL
statements
Ntriple
About 300.000

Support query language
Support triple type
No. of explicit statements
Noise, Uncertainty and
inconsistence of data

-

Remarks
We extracted only the portion related to Seoul from the global OSM data
set, as explained in details in the following

2.1.1.

Open street Map overview

Open Street Map (OSM) is like Wikipedia for map.
OSM are made up of only a few simple elements such as nodes, ways and relations.
OSM uses the WGS84 (World Geodetic System) lat/long datum exclusively.
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Node
A node is the basic element, building block, of the OSM scheme. Nodes consist of latitude and
longitude.
Nodes are needed to define a way, but a node can also be a standalone unconnected point representing
something like a telephone box, a pub, a place name label, or all kinds of other points of interest (POI).
Standalone nodes should always have at least one Tag such as amenity=telephone.
Way
A way is an ordered interconnection of at least 2 and at most 2,000 nodes that describe a linear feature
such as a street, footpath, railway line, river, fence, power line, area or building outline.
The
limitation
of
2,000
nodes
is
explained
as
follows
(see
also
http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/API_v0.6#Capabilities:_GET_.2Fapi.2Fcapabilities).
One way is characterized with uniform properties; for example, priority (motorway, federal highway)
surface quality, speed, etc.
Ways should be split into shorter sections if different properties exist; for example, if a street has a
one-way section, that section would be a different way from the two-way section, even though they
share the same name. Nodes can be members of multiple ways.
Closed Way (Area)
A closed way is a way in which the first and last nodes are identical; a closed way encloses an area.
Relation
A relation is a group of zero or more primitives with associated roles.
A relation can group other elements together, nodes, ways, and maybe even other relations.
Relations can be used to represent things like boundary, multipolygon, restriction, route, enforcement,
and destination sign.
Each element may have an arbitrary number of properties (Tag) which are Key-Value pairs (e.g.
highway=primary).
These properties and its values in tag element that are referred to Map features are used to be
modelled for application.
Map Features (http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Map_Features)
Contents
Tags
Physical
Highway, Barrier, Cycleway, Tracktype, Waterway, Railway, Aeroway,
Aerialway, Power, Man Made, Leisure, Amenity, Office, Shop, Tourism,
Historic, Landuse, Military, Natural, Geological
Non physical
Route, Boundary, Sport, Abutters, Accessories, Properties, Restrictions
Naming
Name, References, Places, Addresses
Annotation
‐
Editor Keys
‐
2.1.2.

OSM data acquisition

OSM data acquisition provides a method by which OSM data is downloaded from the Open Street
Map web site through the OSM API or OSM map browser. The acquired data is in XML with an .osm
extension.
OSM data acquisition through OSM REST API
http://api.openstreetmap.org/api/0.6/map?bbox=left,bottom,right,top
The address above is entered into the address bar within the web browser window in order to obtain
OSM elements of the applicable area. The WGS84 coordinate values are defined by the left, bottom,
right, and top values within the Area range.
For example, for the city of Seoul, the address to download the respective XML file is the following:
http://api.openstreetmap.org/api/0.6/map?bbox=126.78,37.44,127.18,37.70.
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OSM data acquisition through OSM browser
The OSM map is displayed by selecting the Export tab at http://www.openstreetmap.org.
The WGS84 coordinate values of left, bottom, right, and top are entered in the Area to Export.
From Format to Export, OpenStreetMap XML data is selected.
The OSM elements of the range entered can be downloaded by clicking the Export button.

Figure 1 - Open Street Map browser for exporting elements

2.1.3.

OSM Data analysis

OSM data analysis of the Seoul area is as follows:
Contents
All OSM nodes in Seoul
All OSM ways in Seoul
All OSM nodes included in ways
Extra nodes

Counts
99,212
4,283
65,695
33,517

OSM Example
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<osm version="0.6" generator="CGImap 0.0.2">
<node id="449449082" lat="37.6112521" lon="126.931066" user="greatyeon"
uid="283809"
visible="true"
version="2"
changeset="4626675"
timestamp="2010-0507T01:14:41Z"/>
<node
id="449449056"
lat="37.6108116"
lon="126.93186"
user="cyana"
uid="74529"
visible="true"
version="1"
changeset="1960958"
timestamp="2009-0728T03:39:04Z"/>
<way id="38170212" user="cyana" uid="74529" visible="true" version="1"
changeset="1960958"
timestamp="2009-07-28T03:39:33Z">
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<nd ref="449449082"/>
<nd ref="449449056"/>
<tag k="highway" v="residential"/>
</way>
</osm>

The Way is identified with its ID in the OSM (<way id=”WAY_ID”>); the Way is related to its
Nodes with <nd ref=”NODE_ID”> tag.
The Node has lat and lon tag properties with WGS84 coordinate value.
We are using OSM to extract data about ways in Seoul; then we convert those data into RDF triple
dataset for the Seoul Road Sign Management Usecase.
2.1.4.

OSM Schema model

OSM schema is modeled to assert data extracted from OSM XML data with referencing Map
Features(http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Map_Features) and elements and its properties in OSM
XML data.
Node and Way and other features are reorganized for usecases.
This schema could be modified to apply DL reasoning or rule based reasoning or different view of
schema.
Properties in tag element from OSM XML of Seoul
ISO3166-1

exit_name

name:de

note

waterway

Professor

exit_nr

name:el

old_name:vi

wikipedia

admin_level

fee

name:em

oneway

wikipedia:en

aerialway

fixme

name:en

operator

wikipedia:fr

aeroway

foot

name:en_rm

place

wpt_description

alt_name:vi

highway

name:es

railway

wpt_symbol

amenity

historic

name:eu

ref

area

history

name:fi

religion

atm

iata

name:fr

review

barrier

icao

name:he

route

border_type

is_in

name:hr

route_ref

boundary

is_in:continent

name:is

sac_scale

bridge

is_in:country

name:ja

service

building

is_in:country_code

name:ko

shop

capital

junction

name:ko_rm

source

color

landuse

name:kr

sport

country

lanes

name:ru

surface

covered

layer

name:short

tourism

created_by

leisure

name:sk

tourism_1

crossing

leisure_1

name:sl

tourism_2

cuisine

man_made

name:sv

tower:type

cycleway

maxspeed

name:vi

transfer

denomination

name

name_3

tunnel

description

name:Kor

natural

type

ele

name:cs

ncat

water
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Some properties could be Class and others could be a property of a Class in Ontology.
Possible properties for Class in Ontology
aerialway

aeroway

amenity

barrier

boundary

cycleway

highway

historic

junction

leisure

man_made

natural

place

railway

route

service

shop

sport

tourism

waterway

Possible properties for property of a Class in Ontology
name

name:en

2.1.5.

name:en_rm

name:ko

name:ko_rm

is_in

Extracting OSM data

Essential OSM data for application could be extracted from OSM XML data.
OSM XML data can be divided to make datasets of Node info, Node tag info, Way info, Way tag info
for the sake of generating RDF.
Node info data consisted with node id, wgs84 coordinates.
Ex) 244582219,37.7716556,126.675233

Node tag info data is consisted with id, name and additional information about node.
Ex)355172851@4@<name=

>,<name:en=CityHall Station>,<name:ko_rm=Sicheongyeok>,<railway=station>

Way info data is consisted with way id and nodes that compose.
Ex) 31564943@10@353194284,353194285,353194286,353194287,353194288,352994522,353194175,353194290,353194452,353194291

Way tag info data is consisted with name, type of way and additional information.
Ex)37400052@7@<highway=secondary>,<name=
(Daechigil)>,
<name:en=Daechigil>,<name:ko_rm=Daechigil>,<ncat=
>,<review=no>,<source=NTIC>

Each information in OSM data are distinguished with delimiter such as “,” or “@”.
2.1.6.

Generating OSM data RDF

Each extracted OSM data can be converted into RDF to match OSM model by generating RDF
statement of each piece of information.
Node info RDF Example
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix

rdf:
geo:
xsd:
sal:

<http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
<http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#>
<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
<http://www.saltlux.com/osm#>

sal:osmn244582219 rdf:type sal:SpotTypeInfo .
sal:osmn244582219 geo:lat "37.7716556"^^xsd:decimal .
sal:osmn244582219 geo:long "126.675233"^^xsd:decimal .

Node tag info RDF Example
sal:osmn357836571
sal:osmn357836571
sal:osmn357836571
sal:osmn357836571
sal:osmn357836571

rdf:type sal:bus_stop .
sal:name "
(Hwimun High School)"^^xsd:string .
sal:name_en "Hwimun High School"^^xsd:string .
sal:name_ko "
"^^xsd:string .
sal:name_ko_rm "Hwimungogyo"^^xsd:string .

Way info RDF Example
sal:osmw31564943
sal:osmw31564943
sal:osmw31564943
sal:osmw31564943
sal:osmw31564943
sal:osmw31564943

rdf:type sal:LineTypeInfo .
sal:hasNode sal:osmn353194284
sal:hasNode sal:osmn353194285
sal:hasNode sal:osmn353194286
sal:hasNode sal:osmn353194287
sal:hasNode sal:osmn353194288
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sal:osmw31564943
sal:osmw31564943
sal:osmw31564943
sal:osmw31564943
sal:osmw31564943

sal:hasNode
sal:hasNode
sal:hasNode
sal:hasNode
sal:hasNode

sal:osmn352994522
sal:osmn353194175
sal:osmn353194290
sal:osmn353194452
sal:osmn353194291

.
.
.
.
.

Way tag info RDF Example
sal:osmw37400052
sal:osmw37400052
sal:osmw37400052
sal:osmw37400052

rdf:type sal:secondary .
sal:name "
(Daechigil)"^^xsd:string .
sal:name_en "Daechigil"^^xsd:string .
sal:name_ko_rm "Daechigil"^^xsd:string .

2.2. LinkedGeoData
Data Source: LinkedGeoData – LGD
Report ID
Section 1
Data source metadata
Name
Producer/Owner
Description
Namespace/Web Address
Availability
Download/Upload/Acquisition
date
Version
Physical size
Nature of data type
Quality of the data source

Linked Geo Data
The AKSW research group from Universität Leipzig
http://aksw.org/About
Data about road and POI
http://linkedgeodata.org
Open Knowledge, Most of the LGD data is derived from information
collected by the Open Street Map project (http://www.openstreetmap.org)
and licensed under the same terms as the OSM data.
June 15, 2010
July 19, 2009
LGD complete : 157GB
LGD element : 16.8GB
LGD schema : 1.8MB
Static data
Good

Section 2

“semantics” of the data source

Typology of data
Geographic coverage of data
Applied systems
Existence of schema/ontology
Existing links with other
data-sources
Possible linkage to other datasources
Scale of data

Topology
World
http://linkedgeodata.org/Datasets

Section 3

Data source format

Format of data
Generation method

Ntriple
Not available

Support query language
Support triple type
No. of explicit statements
Noise, Uncertainty and
inconsistence of data

Coordinates to link this data to external data sources
It consists of information about 350 million nodes and 30 million ways.

SPARQL
Ntriple
About 3Million

Total no. of
statements

About 3Million

-

Remarks
As with OSM, we extracted the portion related to Seoul, as we explained
in details in the following
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2.2.1. Linked Geo Data overview
LinkedGeoData(LGD) is a comprehensive dataset derived from the OpenStreetMap .
It consists of information about 350 million nodes and 30 million ways and the resulting RDF data
comprises approximately 2 billion triples. The data is available according to the Linked Data
principles(http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html).
2.2.2.

LGD data acquisition

There are 2 way to get LGD data that is using the Datasets (http://downloads.linkedgeodata.org) or the
LGD browser from the LinkedGeoData web site.
Data acquisition through Dataset
3 types of LGD N-triple dataset are available: “LGD complete” containing all Nodes of the LGD,
“LGD Elements” containing the data applicable for POI or Way among Nodes, and “LGD Ontology”
with their classification information.
LGD complete and LGD Element files are compressed with zip files.

Dataset
LGD Complete
LGD Elements

LGD Ontology

2.2.1.

Description
Contains a complete RDF representation of the OSM
database
Contains RDF descriptions of “interesting” elements or
points‐of‐interest, i.e. nodes and ways which have
information attached. This excludes all nodes, which are
just hanging nodes for ways and all ways, which are
classified to be some kind of highway.
Contains a class hierarchy for LGD elements as well as
description of popular properties.

Triples
3billions

File size
157Gb

122 mega

16.8Gb

12.5 kilo

1.8Mb

LGD data analysis

LGD complete
The size of LGD complete dataset is 157Gb.
This big file is divided by 1Mb to open with text editor.
LGD complete example
<http://linkedgeodata.org/triplify/node/34100814#id>
<http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type>
<http://linkedgeodata.org/vocabulary#node> .
<http://linkedgeodata.org/triplify/node/34100814#id>
<http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#long>
"126.9390"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#decimal> .
<http://linkedgeodata.org/triplify/node/34100814#id>
<http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#lat>
"37.5408"^^<http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#decimal> .

Each of the 342,861,266 Nodes consists of three statements containing information on types and
coordinates. The LGD Node coordinate system adopts the WGS84 standard
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Geodetic_System).
LGD Element
The LGD element includes detailed information for ID's applicable to the POI or Way.
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LGD element example
<http://linkedgeodata.org/triplify/node/281576712#id>
<http://linkedgeodata.org/vocabulary#name%2525en>
"Seoul Tower" .
<http://linkedgeodata.org/triplify/node/281576712#id>
<http://linkedgeodata.org/vocabulary#name>
"\u00EC\u0084\u009C\u00EC\u009A\u00B8
\u00ED\u0083\u0080\u00EC\u009B\u008C" .
<http://linkedgeodata.org/triplify/node/281576712#id>
<http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type>
<http://linkedgeodata.org/vocabulary#attraction> .
<http://linkedgeodata.org/triplify/node/287525731#id>
<http://linkedgeodata.org/vocabulary#ref>
"219" .
<http://linkedgeodata.org/triplify/node/287525731#id>
<http://linkedgeodata.org/vocabulary#name%2525en>
"Samseong (World Trade Center Seoul)" .
<http://linkedgeodata.org/triplify/node/287525731#id>
<http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type>
<http://linkedgeodata.org/vocabulary#station> .
<http://linkedgeodata.org/triplify/node/287525731#id>
<http://linkedgeodata.org/vocabulary#name>
"\u00EC\u0082\u00BC\u00EC\u0084\u00B1
(\u00EB\u00AC\u00B4\u00EC\u0097\u00AD\u00EC\u0084\u00BC\u00ED\u0084\u00B0)"
.

The LGD Way data represents the circumference surrounding the POI.
The following figure refers to the Way data about the Duomo area in Milano, as visualized on a map
after its extraction from LGD.
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Figure 2 - LGD data about Duomo area in Milano as visualized on a map.

LGD Ontology
The LGD Ontology includes hierarchical Classes and Properties that Element ID can have.
There are 24 Classes and 3,049 Datatype Properties.
LGD ontology example
An extract of the LGD Ontology is provided in the following:
http://linkedgeodata.org/vocabulary#club_house>
<http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#subClassOf>
<http://linkedgeodata.org/vocabulary#amenity> .
<http://linkedgeodata.org/vocabulary#motorway_junction>
<http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#subClassOf>
<http://linkedgeodata.org/vocabulary#highway> .
<http://linkedgeodata.org/vocabulary#Jetty>
<http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#subClassOf>
<http://linkedgeodata.org/vocabulary#man_made> .

The 24 Classes defined in the LGD Ontology are as in the following figures:

Figure 3 - The hierarchy of LGD classes
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Figure 4 - An extract of the LGD properties

Extracting Seoul area
The Seoul area data is extracted from the LGD Complete data containing the coordinate information.
The left, bottom, right, and top WGS84 coordinate values covering the rectangular area of Seoul are
126.78, 37.44, 127.18, and 37.70.
All Element ID's included in the rectangular area of Seoul are extracted from the LGD Complete.
The Class type of POI in the LGD Element is identified by the extracted Element ID.
The LGD data is used as the POI data.

2.3. Korean Road Signs
Data Source: Korean Road Sign information from KICT
Report ID
Section 1
Data source metadata
Name
Producer/Owner

Description

Namespace/Web Address
Availability

Road sign data of Seoul
Korea Institute of Construction Technology (KICT)
Data about Road sign location and POIs in road sign
It contains :
1. Road sign coordinate
2. POIs in road sign
3. Directions of POI in road sign
‐
Korean government is in the process of publishing Korean geo data
including road signs.
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Download/Upload/Acquisition
date
Version
Physical size
Nature of data type
Quality of the data source

‐
5 MB
XLS
Good

Section 2

“semantics” of the data source

Typology of data
Geographic coverage of data
Applied systems
Existence of schema/ontology
Existing links with other data‐
sources
Possible linkage to other data‐
sources
Scale of data

Road sign data
City (Seoul)
Seoul road sign management system
http://wiki.larkc.eu/LarkcProject/WP6/WorkInProgress/RSD

June 07, 2010

‐
Coordinates to link this data to external data sources
‐

Section 3

Data source format

Format of data
Generation method
Support query language
Support triple type
No. of explicit statements
Noise, Uncertainty and
inconsistence of data

Microsoft Excel format
KICT
SPARQL
Total no. of statements
Ntriple
About 22,000

About 22,000

‐

Remarks
Road sign data needs to manipulate to extract coordinate and POIs and
translate into English and convert into RDF.

2.3.1.

Korean road sign overview

The below figure shows a typical road sign post on a major street of southern downtown in Seoul. The
road sign post is installed at the side of the road with a massive structural support and huge plaque
hanging over the road; this provides rather excessive details on road guide information.

Figure 5 - Typical Road Signs in Korea
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Road signs in Korea basically give information of the name of cities and towns as destination guide.
However, to provide supplementary road guide information, a large number of the road signs
especially in urban areas include the names of landmark facilities such as schools, police stations,
hospitals, local parks and tourist points. In addition, it is mandated by the regulation to include
English translations for all details specified on the road signs. All these thoughtful considerations
naturally require extraordinary large road sign plaques of 5m in width and 2.5m in height or even
larger in some cases. Road sign plaques are usually installed high above the ground and stretched out
towards the center of the road to make them clearly visible by drivers from a far distance.
2.3.2.

Road sign data acquisition

The road sign data and regulations of the Seoul area were provided by the Korea Institute of
Construction Technology (KICT).
2.3.3.

Road sign data analysis

The road sign data of the Seoul area contains 9,514 ID's.
The road sign data consists of POI's corresponding to the X and Y values as well as Left, Forward,
and Right directions of the TM (Transverse Mercator) coordinate system (see also
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transverse_Mercator_projection).
Road sign data example
ID
X

25129214

25129624

25138627

205780.528

196758.4968

188040.7515

Y

Left

Forward

Right

‐

Hyimun highschool

‐

Sports complex

Kangnam police office

Samsung subway

Jungang University

Yangwha river bridge

‐

Huksuk‐dong

Hangang river bridge

‐

Yangchun police
office

Buchun city

Southern law
court

Mokdong 13
APT area

Mokdong 10‐12
APT area

Mokdong 9
APT area

445352.7777

445158.0558

446205.4919

The latitude and longitude coordinates are expressed with regards to the TM coordinate system.
Therefore, the TM coordinate system of the Seoul road sign data needs to be converted to the WGS84
coordinate system used in LGD and OMS.
For converting TM system to WGS84 system, we used the Yahoo coordinate converting API.
There is a converting limit of 1,000 conversions per single IP for the Yahoo coordinate system
converting API. Whenever the limit was exceeded, Operator changed IP.
The Yahoo API call-back URL has the X and Y values of the TM coordinate system as parameters
and result type that is XML. The URL is entered into the address bar within the web browser.
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Input URL for converting coordinate system
http://kr.open.gugi.yahoo.com/service/coordconverter.php?appid=YahooDemo&x=205780.528&y=4
45352.7777&before=TM&after=WGS&output=xml
Output XML that contains the converted coordinate system
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<root>
<ResultSet>
<head>
<publisher>YahooKorea GUGI</publisher>
<Error>0</Error>
<ErrorMessage>No Error</ErrorMessage>
<Found>1</Found>
</head>
<body>
<before>
<coordsystem>TM</coordsystem>
<x>205780.528</x>
<y>445352.7777</y>
</before>
<after>
<coordsystem>WGS</coordsystem>
<x>127.06615809647</x>
<y>37.51036048295</y>
</after>
</body>
</ResultSet>
</root>

In WGS 84 coordinate system, the <before> of the TM coordinate system changes into the <after>.
The X and Y coordinates of the <after> is extracted and imposed on each road sign ID.
The WGS84 coordinate values of 1,370 POI's in the road sign data are obtained by using Google API.
The WGS84 coordinate values applied for the POI name are obtained by calling getLatLng() function
of GClientGeocorder Class in Google API.
Google API to get coordinate system on POI or Address
function showAddress(address) {
var geocoder = new GClientGeocoder();
if (geocoder) {
geocoder.getLatLng(
address,
function(point) {
if (!point) {
} else {
var lat = point.lat();
var lng = point.lng();
resultData = address+","+lat + "," + lng;
writeDocument(resultData);
}
}
);
}
}
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3. Periodic report on Performance
In order to evaluate the LarKC platform in the Urban Computing scenario we scheduled several kinds
of tests:
- Performance comparison tests: the main goal is to collect information related to LarKC, such
as estimations of overhead (in terms of execution time) that are introduced by the platform in
the Urban Computing applications. In this test we employed the path finding workflow
already described in D6.3 [3] and in D6.5 [5]. We compared the results obtained with an
alpha version and with the 1.0 version of the LarKC platform (see Section 3.2).
- Parallelization test: the main goal is to test the parallelization capabilities of the LarKC
platform in order to understand the scalability of the system. In this test we employed the
event workflow already described in D6.3 [3] and in D6.5 [5], because it contains a
Transformer plugin which allows for parallelization. We include the results we got from
testing on different platforms to show the benefits (see Section 3.3).
- Stress tests: these tests are complementary to the previous ones, in fact we verified how
LarKC performance is influenced by the number of concurrent requests that it receives at the
same time (Sections 3.4-3.5-3.6). In those tests, we evaluate both the execution of the urban
LarKC workflows (and we compare their results with the ones reported in D6.6 [6]) and the
Urban LarKC Client we described in D6.5 section 2.3 [5]. The latter test is motivated by the
fact that the tested version of the LarKC platform does not include caching facilities, while
we implemented a partial caching of LarKC responses at application level in the client; this
test, therefore, represents a sort of target for the future caching capabilities of the platform.
A note about the lack of tests about the monument finding workflow: in D6.6 [6] we included some
tests about it; however, the reported results showed a strong dependency on the availability and
response time of the external services (namely Sindice and DBpedia) invoked within the workflow.
For those reasons, we decided to disregard this workflow in the test included in this document.
Moreover, we are in the process of developing a new improved version of the monument finding
workflow that will not be anymore comparable with the previous one, in that it will not need to invoke
the Sindice service and it will not be limited to the city of Milano but it will be able to get monuments
from any place on Earth1.
In Section 3.1 we describe the different version of the LarKC platform we tested; in the subsequent
sections we will describe each test we performed. The general structure of every test report is the
following:
- test goals: explain the reasons we considered to perform the test.;
- considered workflow: a description of the workflow involved in the test;
- methodology: an explanation of how we conducted the test;
- environment: the hardware and the software used;
- results: the results we obtained;
- considerations: a brief analysis of the results obtained in the test.

1

A detailed description of the new monument workflow will be given in deliverable D6.8.
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3.1. Platforms
In this section we will present the two different version of the platform that we considered for the
performance tests that we will present below.
3.1.1.

Alpha

In this document we will use the term Alpha LarKC in order to identify the platform version we used
in D6.6 [6]. Going depth, this platform can be found on the HLRS SVN2 trunk, revision 744 (dated
back at August 25, 2009). Substantially it is the second alpha release of the platform3 with some
improvements and bug fixed.
3.1.2.

1.0

LarKC 1.0 is the platform released in April 2010, available on the SourceForge SVN4 and described
in D5.4.1 [1]. It is the version of the platform that we will consider in almost the tests.
3.2. Path finding WF performance comparison test
3.2.1.

Test goals

In this test we compare the data (related to the execution time) collected running the Path finding
workflow on the two different LarKC platform we are considering (Alpha LarKC and LarKC 1.0).
Our goal is mainly to obtain some indicators related to the execution of a same workflow on two
different platforms.
A similar kind of test was performed in D6.6 [6]; in that deliverable we compared the Alpha LarKC
with a Term of Comparison, an application developed by WP6 that uses “standard” Semantic Web
tools to solve the path finding issue; those tests are described in D6.6, Sections 4.1 to 4.4 [6].
3.2.2.

Considered workflow

The workflow we considered for this test is the one shown in Figure 6 and described in D6.3 [3].

Figure 6 - Path Finding Workflow

It is composed by four components:
- a decider that builds and starts the workflow,
- an identifier that loads into the LarKC data layer a RDF graph stored in a remote HTTP server
(in this case an RDF graph describing the Milano topography),
- a selecter that prepares the data to be processed, and
- a reasoner that evaluate the path from the start point to the goal one (both available in the
input SPARQL query).
A feature of this workflow is a simple version implementation of caching: the identifier plugin checks
if the graph stored in the remote server was previously loaded into LarKC: if it is missing the plugin
2

https://gforge.hlrs.de/.
https://svn.gforge.hlrs.de/svn/larkc/branches/alpha-2.
4
http://sourceforge.net/projects/larkc/files/Release-1.0/.
3
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loads it, otherwise it passes the reference to the RDF graph (stored in the Data Layer) to the next
component. As we will explain in the following section, the caching will be disabled in this test.
3.2.3.

Methodology

In order to set up and execute the performance test we followed the methodology described in D6.6,
Section 4.1.3 [6]: we ran both Alpha LarKC and LarKC 1.0 in Eclipse and we collected data related to
the execution time using an Eclipse plug-in, Test & Performance Tools Platform5 (TPTP). The usage
of a profiling tool to monitor the execution of a complex Java application (like LarKC) introduces
some overhead: due to this fact, the time results of this test aren’t the real response time values of
LarKC, they are useful only for the comparison of the results of the two platforms. Regarding the
response time of LarKC, they can be found in the stress tests sections.
The input queries we considered have the following pattern:
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns/>
PREFIX lud: <http://www.linkingurbandata.org/onto/ama/>
SELECT ?p ?w ?n1 ?l ?n2
WHERE {
?p rdf:type lud:Paths.
?p lud:pathFrom <Start node>.
?p lud:pathTo <End node>.
?p lud:contain ?l.
?l lud:from ?n1.
?l lud:to ?n2.
?p lud:pathWeight ?w.
}ORDER BY ?w
Where <Start node> and <End node> are two URIs representing the start and goal nodes. We considered

a three different couples of start and goal nodes in order to obtain data in different scenarios; the
nodes considered in the queries are reported in Table 1.
Query
Start node End node
Note
number
1
8742
8712
The nodes are very near (there is only one link
between them)
2
19075
8120
The nodes are moderately far apart (they are
both in the centre of Milano)
3
5940
8136
The first node doesn’t exist (so the path could
not be found)
Table 1 - Pairs of nodes used in the performance tests

The RDF graph we considered for this test is the one containing the data related to the historical
centre of Milano. We decided to disable the caching feature of the identifier plugin: it means that the
RDF graph will be loaded into the Data Layer every time a query is submitted to LarKC.
Finally we describe the method we followed to execute the test.
- for each query:
o we sent it three times to the Alpha LarKC, collecting the execution time of each
component;
o we did the same submitting the query to LarKC 1.0;
o we calculated the mean of the time values for both the platforms we considered.
3.2.4.

Environment

Hardware
Processor: Intel Xeon 3.60/3.60 GHz (two dual core CPUs)
RAM: 4 GB
Operating system: Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Standard Edition 32 bit (Service Pack 2)
Location: CEFRIEL
Software
Alpha LarKC platform (see Section 3.1.1)
5

http://www.eclipse.org/tptp/.
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LarKC 1.0 platform (see Section 3.1.2)
3.2.5.

Test results

The result of the time performance comparison test between Alpha LarKC and LarKC 1.0 are
summarized in Figure 7.

Figure 7 - Results of the performance comparison test

The intervals we identified in the graph are the same defined in D6.6, Section 4.1.5 [6]:
- Start: the time between the reception of the query and the start of the Identifier task;
- Identifier: the time required to execute the task of this plug-in (it’s the time used by
identify method)
- Overhead 1: the time between the end of the Identifier and the start of the Selector;
- Selector: the time used by the Selector plug-in to complete its task (the execution time of
select method);
- Overhead 2: the time between the end of the Selector and the start of the Reasoner;
- Reasoner: the time required to complete sparqlSelect method: the conversion of the
RDF graph into a JGraphT graph, the execution of Dijkstra algorithm and the construction of
the VariableBinding that should be returned;
- End: the time used by the application to compose the result, to send it back to the requester
and to terminate the workflow execution.
Additionally, in Table 2 are reported the average time values for each query.
Query 1
Query 2
Query 3
Alpha
Alpha
Alpha
LarKC 1.0
LarKC 1.0
LarKC 1.0
LarKC
LarKC
LarKC
seconds
seconds
seconds
seconds
seconds
seconds
Start
0.866793 0.58756633 0.87126967 0.60668133
0.864939
0.579203
Identifier 3.04682033 2.75025567
3.061231
2.878673 3.04990533 2.74812967
Overhead 1 0.00437267 0.00034233
0.004137 0.00030267 0.00423967 0.00038233
Selector
0.014991 0.01391667
0.015161
0.012826 0.01512167
0.012238
Overhead 2 0.00419633 0.00036767 0.00402567
0.000356 0.00429933 0.00150367
Reasoner 0.41960467 0.36355267 0.41694633
0.463738
0.35292
0.357723
End 0.34358933 0.51977167 0.37230767 0.40834533
0.343417 0.35791267
Overhead 1.21895133
Total 4.70051133

1.108048
1.25174 1.01568533
1.216895 0.93900167
4.26926 4.74540767
4.26926 4.63499767
4.090745

Table 2 - Time values collected in the performance comparison test

3.2.6.

Considerations

Table 3 shows a summary of the test described above. As it’s possible to observe, both the plug-ins
and the platform execution in LarKC 1.0 are slightly faster than in alpha LarKC.
Overall
Alpha LarKC
LarKC 1.0
Improvement
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(seconds)
3.052652222
0.015091222
0.396490333
1.229195444

(seconds)
2.792352778
0.012993556
0.395004556
1.020911667

Total 4.693638889

4.209755

Identifier
Selector
Reasoner
Overhead

(%)
8.526993
13.89991
0.374732
16.94472
10.30935

Table 3 - Average time values of comparison test between Alpha LarKC and LarKC 1.0

On the one hand, WP6 worked on the path finding plug-ins in order to generalize them (allowing their
reuse in other workflows) and optimizing the code in increasing the performance time.
On the other hand, the fact that the platform overheads are slightly decreased is a good result. In fact,
while the alpha LarKC was an early release very close to a demonstrator, the effort in order to make
LarKC 1.0 allowed to obtain a modular platform with an easy and well-defined way to develop,
import and run plug-ins (see D5.4.1 for details about the improvements within the platform).
3.3. Event WF parallelization test
3.3.1.

Evaluation goals

The main goals of this evaluation are:
- to collect data related to the new Plug-in manager architecture provided by the Platform v.1.0
to improve the performance (i.e., decreasing the execution/processing time) of a particular
(the most computation-intensive) plug-in in the workflow. The performance impact is
expected in light of promising add-ons for trivial parallelization support which don’t require
any changes in the plug-in’s source code.
- to analyze what how the performance is affected of the event workflow with parallelization on
different kind of hardware (a dual-core system and a high-performance system).
3.3.2.

Considered workflow

In Figure 8 is shown the event workflow. The first version of the workflow is described in D6.3 [3];
actually the event workflow at the moment is quite different, mainly for the introduction of a query
transformer.

Figure 8 - Event workflow

Summarising, the event workflow is composed by:
- a decider (AlphaUrbanLarKCDecider) to be used to invoke the event workflow;
- a query transformer (SparqlToCityQueryTransformer) that substitutes the city name in the
query with its coordinates (using Geonames6);
- an identifier (EventIdentifier) that retrieves from Eventful the events;
- a information set transformer (XML2RDFTransformer), that converts the Eventful 7 events
(described in XML files) in RDF and import them into the data layer;
- a selecter (GrowingDataSetSelecter) that prepares the data to be computed and

6
7

Cf. http://geonames.org/.
Cf. http://www.eventful.com/.
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- a reasoner (SparqlQueryEvaluationReasoner) that executes the query in order to retrieve the
events.
In the described workflow, the most computation-intensive (and performance-critical, accordingly)
part is transformation from the XML to RDF format, which takes on average 80% of the workflow
execution (it’s strictly related to the number of retrieved events). The transformation was therefore the
main target of the evaluation.
3.3.3.

Methodology

The Plug-in manager architecture provided with LarKC 1.0 enables a mechanism of concurrent
invocation of multiple instances of the same plug-in over the available resources of the deployment
platform (Figure 9).

Figure 9 - The thread-based parallelization mechanism

Provided that each instance operates on an independent dataset, the performance effect of such
parallelization is theoretically proportional to the capacity of the target multi-core resource and is
therefore of high interest for the current workflow.
For the event workflow, this mechanism can be applied as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10 - “Parallelized” Event Workflow

Whereas the transformation plug-in is executed in multiple threads that run a separate instance of a
plug-in and operate independently on different data junks, the other workflow parts of the workflow
remain as in the previous realization (as foreseen by the alpha LarKC realization).
Basically, the applied methodology follows a common parallel programming model. If an input of a
plug-in could be split into smaller subsets of data, which must be independently processable from
each other, then multiple instances of the same plug-in could process the different subsets
simultaneously. Afterwards, all separate outputs could be combined together into a final result set.
However, the platform does not explicitly allow for an automatic splitting of data sets yet, and thus we
had to implement a simple way of junking data sets into smaller subsets in order to demonstrate the
effectiveness of this particular technique. For this reason, we first and foremost considered the
XML2RDFTransformer in the event workflow, whose input is an XML document, which seemed to
be the ideal data type for our case – each instance of the plug-in processes an XML document related
to a single event. It means if two or more events have to be processed, different plug-in instances can
operate in parallel.
The query we considered in this test is the following:
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX rdfcal: <http://www.w3.org/2002/12/cal/icaltzd#>
PREFIX addr: <http://schemas.talis.com/2005/address/schema#>
PREFIX geo: <http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#>
PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
PREFIX skos: <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#>
SELECT ?e ?s ?summary ?cat ?desc ?l ?lab ?lat ?lng
WHERE{
?e rdf:type rdfcal:Vevent.
?e rdfcal:summary ?summary.
?e skos:subject ?cat.
?e rdfcal:description ?desc.
?e geo:location ?l.
?l rdfs:label ?lab.
?l geo:lat ?lat.
?l geo:long ?lng.
?e rdfcal:dtstart ?s .
?l addr:localityName "Milan".
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FILTER(?s > xsd:dateTime("2010-06-21T00:00:00Z") && ?s <
xsd:dateTime("2010-06-21T23:59:59Z")).
}

3.3.4.

Environment

Figure 11 - Enviroment used for the event workflow test

The test has been performed on two machines, described below:
Hardware
Machine 1
Processor: dual-core Intel CPU (1,8GHz)
RAM: 2 GB
Operating system: Ubuntu 10.04
Location: HLRS
Machine 2 (a node of the HLRS Grid Cluster8)
Processor: 8-core Intel Xeon CPU (2,66GHz)
RAM: 16GB RAM
Operating System: Scientific Linux SL release 5.0
Location: HLRS
Software
Alpha LarKC platform (see Section 3.1.1)
LarKC 1.0 platform (see Section 3.1.2)
3.3.5.

Evaluation results

The evaluation results for the described use case are collected in Table 4. At time of the evaluation,
five events were available, so as 5 parallel transformations have been carried out. In order to validate
respectively reproduce the results observed, tests (i.e., entire workflow execution) have been
performed 10 times within each of the two environments.
Machine 1
(2 cores)

Alpha release
Release 1.0
8

Execution
time
(milliseconds)
4400
1100

% of total
workflow
execution
80
37

Machine 2
(8 cores)
Execution
time
(milliseconds)
3400
900

% of total
workflow
execution
74
36

See description of the HLRS Grid Cluster at http://www.hlrs.de/systems/platforms/hlrs-grid-cluster/.
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Speedup, times

3.8

3.7

Table 4 – Single (Alpha release) versus Multi-threaded (Release 1.0) Transformer execution

3.3.6.

Considerations and final discussions

As the evaluation reveal, the Event Workflow will greatly benefit from the Plug-in parallelization
features provided by the Platform release 1.0 in terms of performance when running on a multi-core
architecture. However, the performance impact depends strongly on the optimal resource utilization
and load balancing. The most optimal load balancing is ensured when the number of events
corresponds to the number of the available CPU cores.
All in all, the performance of the entire workflow (not included in the table above) was improved
from originally 7-8 seconds to approximately 4 seconds using the multi-threaded approach.
3.4. Path finding WF stress test
3.4.1.

Test goals

This test is similar to the one done in D6.6, Section 4.5 [6]; the main differences are that the alpha
Urban LarKC is now executed on another server and the considered platform is the version 1.0
(instead of the alpha LarKC used in D6.6 [6]). The main goal of this test is to check how the path
finding workflow of the Alpha Urban LarKC is influenced when a multiple number of requests are
sent at the same time.
3.4.2.

Considered workflow

The workflow is the one described in Section 3.2.2. The only difference in this case is that the caching
mechanism in the Identifier is enabled.
3.4.3.

Methodology

The methodology is the one described in D6.6, Section 4.5.3 [6] and reported in the following. In
order to submit requests to LarKC we wrote a program (named LarKC Stresser): it requires an initial
set of requests that can be provided via XML file, allowing an easy scheduling of the tests;
alternatively it’s possible to select one of several default requests generators that we built. A request is
a triple composed by an identification code, a SPARQL query and a submission time (in order to
allow delayed requests). The application can send multiple requests (set of one or more requests sent
at the same time) to the alpha Urban LarKC recording the response time for each of them. The act of
sending a multiple request (in other words the submission a set of queries to LarKC SPARQL endpoint at the same time) is an experiment.
This test has been structured as follows:
- for each multiple request (characterized by a different number of requests):
o we executed three experiments and for each of them we calculated the variances and
the average times;
o we calculated the mean of the average time values (this mean is the average response
time of the multiple request) and the average variance (the mean of the variances of
the three experiments).
3.4.4.

Environment
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Figure 12 - Environment used in the path finding stress test

Hardware
Machine 1 (LarKC):
Processor: Six-core AMD Opteron Processor 2431 (2.4 GHz) – only one core was assigned to the
virtual machine we used
RAM: 8 GB
Operating system: Ubuntu 10.04 64 bit
Location: Ontotext
Machine 2 (SPARQL client):
Processor: Intel Core 2 (2.16 GHz)
RAM: 2 GB
Operating system: Microsoft Windows XP Professional (Service Pack 3)
Location: CEFRIEL
Software
LarKC 1.0 platform (see Section 3.1.2)
3.4.5.

Test results

We executed the test increasing the number of requests from
obtained.
Mean
Variance Number
Number
of
of
(seconds) (seconds2)
requests
requests
1 2.125454
16
2 1.566144 0.000119
17
3 2.054928 0.002573
18
4 2.659309 0.000194
19
5 2.984329 0.000955
20
6 4.190412 0.002662
21
7 4.009123 0.006278
22
8
4.851 0.021539
23
9 5.424875 0.030226
24
10 5.409084 0.048892
25
11 6.370815
0.06745
26
12 6.488684
0.12854
27
13 7.552449
0.16343
28
14 7.386562 0.191788
29
15 8.330023 0.194901
30
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1 to 30; Table 5 shows the results we
Mean

Variance

(seconds) (seconds2)
8.371368
9.39956
9.924675
9.852514
10.94022
11.24389
11.46159
12.37317
13.22156
12.72162
13.50537
14.54079
14.85908
15.19465
16.08869

0.293789
0.448432
0.430784
0.40691
0.7292
1.977331
0.882809
0.967205
1.238824
1.268533
1.180879
3.370763
2.330449
1.32967
1.958334
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Table 5 - Results of path finding workflow stress test

The average response time are also represented in a graphical form in Figure 13.

Figure 13 - Average response time of path finding workflow

3.4.6.

Considerations

When we did the stress test on the path finding workflow the previous time (D6.6, Section 4.5 [6]),
we observed that the response time trend was represented with a function structured as following:
Average response time = x * Number of requests
In other words the average response time is a straight line with y-intercept around on 0 and a constant
value x as gradient (it was 1.65).
In the test described above we obtained a similar result: as shown in Figure 13 the average response
time can be represented with a straight line. Despite the fact that it continues to be a bad result (if the
number of requests doubles, the average response time doubles too), we can observe that the gradient
value is considerably reduced: now it is 0.62 (around three times faster than in the case described in
D6.6 [6]). Figure 14 shows the comparison between the results in D6.6 and in D6.7 [8].
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Figure 14 - Comparison of the path finding workflow stress tests in D6.6 and D6.7

3.5. Event WF stress test
3.5.1.

Test goals

The goal of this test is similar to the one described for the Path Finding workflow stress test
(described in Section 3.4.1): verify how the Alpha Urban LarKC behaves when it has to manage a
multiple set of requests at the same time.
3.5.2.

Considered workflow

The workflow is the same described in Section 3.3.2.
3.5.3.

Methodology

The methodology is the same of the path finding workflow stress test; a description can be found in
Section 3.4.3.
3.5.4.

Environment

Hardware
Machine 1 (LarKC):
Processor: Six-core AMD Opteron Processor 2431 (2.4 GHz) – only one core was assigned to the
virtual machine we used
RAM: 8 GB
Operating system: Ubuntu 10.04 64 bit
Location: Ontotext
Machine 2 (SPARQL client):
Processor: Intel Core 2 (2.16 GHz)
RAM: 2 GB
Operating system: Microsoft Windows XP Professional (Service Pack 3)
Location: CEFRIEL
Software
LarKC 1.0 platform (see Section 3.1.2)
3.5.5.

Test results

The test has been executed increasing the number of the multiple requests sent to LarKC from one to
thirty. The average response time values and the related variances are shown in Table 6.
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Number
Mean
Variance Number
Mean
Variance
of
of
2
2
requests (seconds) (seconds ) requests (seconds) (seconds )
1 5.809065
16 12.34571 1.438808
2 5.439139 0.022203
17 12.37547 1.226943
3 6.155548 1.316841
18 13.32202 1.775445
4 5.881133 0.268469
19 13.59487 2.109367
5 6.407489 0.128543
20 13.99591 2.270844
6
6.95454 0.288873
21
14.8104 2.467086
7 7.375352 0.425341
22 15.35487 2.632482
8 8.177656 0.335467
23
15.713 2.604338
9 8.541831 0.759041
24 16.84275 3.299626
10
8.94517 0.515217
25 16.77075 2.523896
11 9.646332 0.414932
26 18.03069 3.402439
12
10.0843 0.715126
27 18.08117 4.037787
13 10.21109 1.117626
28 18.84862 3.888631
14 10.99981 1.230169
29 20.31811 3.442553
15 11.44274 1.044144
30 20.90565 4.090265
Table 6 - Results of the event workflow stress test

Additionally, a graphically representation of the average response time is available in Figure 15.

Figure 15 - Average response time of event workflow

3.5.6.

Considerations

The results we obtained are similar to the ones described in the path finding workflow stress test: as
it’s possible to observe from the graphical representation in Figure 15, the average response time
increases linearly when the number of requests increases. The straight line describing the average
response time is the following:
Average response time = 0.5293* Number of requests + 3.9078
where the number of requests should be equal or greater than one.
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Comparing the results obtained in this test with the one of the event workflow stress test in D6.6
Section 4.7 [6], we note that in this case the results are worse (see Figure 16).

Figure 16 - Comparison of the event workflow stress tests in D6.6 and D6.7

We interpret this result as dependent on the number of processors: while in the previous test we used a
processor with 4 cores, in this case we did the test a machine with only one faster processor available.
However, as evident when the number of requests is low, the faster the processor, the better the
response time.
3.6. Alpha Urban LarKC client stress test
3.6.1.

Test goals

In D6.5 Section 2.3 [5] we described the client application of the Alpha Urban LarKC, a demo
application9 to make a simple graphical interface to show the results of the workflow we developed.
The schema shown in Figure 17 represents the application; the components are:
- Client: a Web application to visualize the results on a map (using Google Maps);
- Alpha Urban LarKC: an instance of LarKC with the AlphaUrbanLarKCDecider, able to
running the three Urban workflows;
- Tomcat: a simple service running on Tomcat used to translate the Client requests in SPARQL
queries and to submit them to the Alpha Urban LarKC.

Figure 17 - Alpha Urban LarKC application

9

Available at: http://seip.cefriel.it/alpha-Urban-LarKC/.
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As it is possible to observe in the schema, in the Tomcat server there is also a caching mechanism. We
developed it in order to improve the performances of the application. In detail, we designed a cache
following several policies, one for each workflow:
• monuments workflow: the cache never expires since the monuments don’t change often; we will
make it expire when a new DBpedia version will be released and therefore, when new data about
monuments will be available
• events workflow: since the application shows the events of the day, the cache expires after 24
hours
• path finding workflow: the cache uses a Least Recently Used policy to keep the calculated paths
locally; the dimension is set in order to hold 100 paths.
The caching mechanism has been inserted into the Tomcat server because the LarKC platform doesn’t
yet supply a caching mechanism; this feature will be introduced in the LarKC platform from release
2.0.
In this test we want to measure the caching mechanism we developed in order to show how this
feature could improve the user experience when LarKC is employed in publicly available applications
like the one of the demo.
3.6.2.

Considered workflow

In this test we considered the event workflow, described in Section 3.3.2.
3.6.3.

Methodology

The methodology is the similar to the one of the path finding workflow stress test; a description can
be found in Section 3.4.3. In this case the requests were sent to the Tomcat server, instead of directly
to the LarKC platform.
3.6.4.

Environment

Figure 18 - Enviroment used in the Alpha Urban LarKC stress test

Hardware
Machine 1 (LarKC + Alpha Urban LarKC):
Processor: Intel Xeon 3.60/3.60 GHz (two dual core CPUs)
RAM: 4 GB
Operating system: Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Standard Edition 32 bit (Service Pack 2)
Location: CEFRIEL
Machine 2 (LarKC Stresser):
Processor: Intel Core 2 (2.16 GHz)
RAM: 2 GB
Operating system: Microsoft Windows XP Professional (Service Pack 3)
Location: CEFRIEL
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Software
LarKC 1.0 platform (see Section 3.1.2)
3.6.5.

Test results

We executed the test increasing the number of requests from 1 to 200; the average response time and
the related variances are shown in Table 7.
Number
Mean
Variance Number
Mean
Variance
of
of
2
(seconds) (seconds2)
(seconds) (seconds )
requests
requests
1
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

0.0422557
0.0061764
0.0067278
0.0146821
0.0178384
0.0249188
0.0315964
0.0218491
0.0202824
0.0188977
0.0293277

9.73E‐06
1.48E‐05
0.000135
0.000171
0.000498
0.000355
0.000176
0.000239
0.00028
0.000669

110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200

0.030815
0.020579
0.025638
0.054733
0.02743
0.051524
0.054233
0.053263
0.053206
0.058583

0.000307
0.000339
0.000512
0.001375
0.000521
0.000993
0.000995
0.002661
0.00141
0.001952

Table 7 - Results of the stress test on the Alpha Urban LarKC

Like the results in other stress tests, the average response time is also represented in graphical form in
Figure 19.

Figure 19 - Average response time of the Alpha Urban LarKC

3.6.6.

Considerations

The results obtained in this test shows how the caching mechanism allows to keep low response time
when the number of requests increases. Those values are possible because the cache avoids repeating
unnecessary operations (for example the retrieving of data from the Web or the data processing that
happens within the LarKC workflows). Note that the response time values are very low (less than 0.1
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seconds) and consequently the noise in the profiling of the application (for example the transmission
time between the client and LarKC) influences a lot the results, as it is possible to observe in the
schema in Figure 19.
When LarKC platform will have the caching feature we will move (at least part of) this feature from
Tomcat into the Alpha Urban LarKC: the expected behaviour is that plug-ins (or entire workflows)
are not executed when their output has been recently computed, improving the LarKC response time.

4. Conclusions
In this deliverable we updated the list of data sources (continuing what we started in D6.2 [2]) that we
analyzed in previous months and we will integrate in our new Urban Computing scenarios and
prototypes in the following period. These data sources contain public geographic data sources (to
identify roads, point of interests, etc.) and Korean road signs information that will be used in a
forthcoming knowledge-intensive reasoning scenario.
On the other side we continued to conduct tests to evaluate the performances of our various Urban
LarKC workflows and comparing the results with the previous versions of the LarKC platform and
with the past tests. All in all, the outcomes described in this deliverable show a considerable and
promising improvement between the alpha version and 1.0 release of the platform: performance tests
show a decrease in execution time and stress tests show an increase in the number of concurrent
requests that are correctly handled by the platform. Furthermore, we added a parallelization test that
showed a performance improvement thanks to the new thread pooling feature of LarKC release 1.0.
As a general remark, we consider that the re-engineering of the LarKC platform was worth the effort:
even if we could expect an increase in the overhead (since now each plugin used in the platform is a
separate project from the platform), the overall behaviour definitely shows an improvement.
Still, this does not mean that we can consider the current version of the platform fully satisfactory. In
particular, an important feature that our Urban Computing application would need is related to the
platform caching capability (which is currently envisioned for 2.0 version). To this end, we performed
a specific test on the Urban LarKC Web Client application that invokes the Urban LarKC workflows
in its backend: we developed a client-side caching of LarKC responses and our test results show the
potential improvement of the next versions of LarKC as well.
We will continue to repeat the performed tests and, in case, to add more evaluations in the next data
and performance deliverable (D6.9 [8] and D6.11 [9]), in order to compare the indicators related to
the various releases of the LarKC platform.
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